Neuronal and nonneuronal influences on retinal ganglion cell survival, axonal regrowth, and connectivity after axotomy.
In contrast to the abortive regrowth that occurs when axons are interrupted in the adult mammalian CNS, exposure of injured CNS axons to the nonneuronal milieu of a peripheral nerve can lead to extensive axonal elongation. With the application of this experimental approach to the retinocollicular pathway in adult rodents, it has been possible to investigate the influences of neuron-glia and other interactions on the capacity of axotomized CNS neurons to survive injury, to elongate the distances necessary to reach specific targets, and to form connections in the CNS in adult rodents. The results of these investigations indicate that the changed glial environment provided by peripheral nerve grafts permits the guided regeneration of RGC axons to their CNS targets. Back in the CNS glial environment, regenerated axons penetrate their targets for short distances and re-form normal appearing synapses that can excite or inhibit postsynaptic neurons. Further studies will require a better understanding of intrinsic neuronal properties and of the interactions of these neurons with other neurons and with the cellular and noncellular components of the extraneural milieu.